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Students 

 Student requested to arrange separate Soft skills training programmes 

 English speaking ability and public addressing training is expected. 

 Students requested to reduce the assignment work. so that they can concentrate in other 

academic works. 

Teachers 

 Faculty informed that many students are not attending classes during previous and next 

working days of holidays. 

 Faculty suggested that mini project and model making type of assignments to students. 

Employers 

 Students should be given training on quality practices. 

 Employers suggested providing students awareness on working as a team. 

Alumni 

 More electives may be provided to students. 

 They requested extended library timing and also to provide library accessing in 

holidays. 

 Students should make use of NPTEL videos and lectures. 

Parents 

 Communication should be so effective so that parents should get intimation about 

student’s performance time to time. 

 Apart from academic knowledge student need life skill practices to have healthy 

relationship. 

Action taken 

Being an affiliated college of JNTUH, university curriculum and syllabi is being followed. The 

college is following the below mentioned actions to bridge the curriculum gap. 

The college follows a continuous review system for the curriculum. The Institution would like 

to include the following aspects which will enrich the curriculum 

 External soft skill trainers will be identified and facilities will be provided to train the 

students additionally. English department faculty should identify students require 

English speaking training and should conduct coaching classes. 

 Assignment work may be insisted in other forms like model making, poster presentation 

and mini model making. 



 Students should attend the regular classes and all the leave will be only based on prior 

permission from concerned class teacher. 

 It is permitted to assign mini project and model making type of assignments to students. 

 TQM, six sigma trainings should be arranged for interested students. 

 Team building works like conducting extracurricular and games should be carried out 

by student volunteers. 

 Elective subjects will be displayed and student should choose the subject in the allotted 

time failing to choose will be lead to allocation by faculty itself and students cannot 

refuse later. 

 Library time will be extended and the same will be intimated to all students. Library 

should provide facility for students for accessing NPTEL videos and lectures. 

 Parents will receive letter from class advisor immediately after internal exams and 

semester results. 

 A video session will be arranged for students to get awareness about life skills. 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 


